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Abstract: In this paper, we propose a hybrid synchronous algorithm based on the combination of 

distributed and centralized algorithm. First of all, we put forward the concept of local cluster and 

generalized local cluster. The cluster is a collection of synchronous UE meeting certain conditions 

and has a center UE. Through this mechanism, we can finish many synchronous parts in advance what 

we call pre- synchronization which can reduce system latency. When we need system synchronization, 

we will use the flooding time synchronous protocol. The algorithm has low latency as well as high 

accuracy and good robustness. 

Introduction  

Device-to-Device (D2D) [1] communication is one of the latest technology in recent years. 

Compared with the traditional communication system, D2D communication has great advantages in 

both spectrum efficiency and coverage. Many academic institutions pay much attention to D2D 

related technology research. And the synchronization   problem [2] without cellular network coverage 

is one of the key issue in the D2D communication research nowadays [3,4].  

Time synchronization is the precondition of communication and this technology has been widely 

used in the traditional network. In 1991, professor Mills put forward the network time 

synchronization protocol (NTP) [5] which is useful to solve synchronization problem in the internet. 

In 2002, Jeremy Elson and Kay Romer put forward the problem of time synchronization in wireless 

sensor networks (WSN) [6] at an international conference for the first time. Shortly after, a protocol 

called RBS[7,8] (Reference Broadcast Synchronization)came into the public view and the technical 

means for the time synchronization problem of wireless sensor network has opened up a train of 

thought. In June 2003, Ping S put forward the delay measurement time synchronization (DMTS) 

mechanism. In November, Ganeriwal proposed time synchronization protocol for sensor networks 

(TPSN) [9,10]. In November 2004, Maroti put forward the flooding time synchronization protocol 

(FTSP)[11,12], the agreement considers the energy awareness, scalability, robustness, stability and 

convergence of synchronization requirements, and single jump time synchronization error can be 

within 1 us and it has a good application prospect. 

In this paper, we proposed a combination time-synchronization protocol with center points 

(CTPCN) in Device-to-Device communication system. This technology can be realized without 

cellular network coverage. Using center node synchronization, we can transform multiple hop 

synchronous problem into a several single hop synchronous problem. Because one hop 

synchronization problem can be solved through our synchronous cluster, the system can achieve 

synchronization through the time synchronization protocol FTSP one hop to another. Analysis and 

simulation show that this algorithm has good robustness, high precision, and small time delay 

characteristic.  
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The rest of this paper is organized as follows: in section II we present the system model. In section 

III we show the process of this algorithm. In section IV we present the simulation results and finally 

we conclude in section V. 

 

System Model  

In this algorithm, all the nodes are random distribution at the beginning and they are equivalent. 

If T1 overflows, a searching signal will be broadcasted, any node which receives the searching signal 

will give back an ACK signal which contains its own signal confirmation ID and other information. 

Through the limited conditions, we choose the center nodes and divide network nodes into several 

sub-networks to establish a local cluster, generalized local cluster and finish pre-synchronization 

process. As a result, before the source node launching a synchronous request, the network has already 

reached a semi-autonomous partial synchronization network state, so pre-synchronization process 

saves a lot of time overhead. System model diagram is shown in figure 1. 

General node Center node Isolated node  
Fig.1. System model diagram 

Here the local cluster refers to the center node as well as its neighbor nodes; the generalized local 

cluster refers to a local cluster as well as its neighbor local cluster or nodes which don’t belong to any 

local cluster. 

The algorithm description     

Node searching 

Node searching function is mainly used to get relevant data to judge the center node including the 

number of neighbor nodes and the distance between neighbor nodes and the searching nodes. 

Specifically, the number of neighbor nodes and average distance is obtained as follows: 

Referring to the process of TPSN protocol, we can get the following data acquisition process. 

First of all, the node (A) broadcast searching signal and record signal transmission time W1 at the 

same time. Then neighbor nodes (B) which receive broadcasting signal record signal arriving time 

W2. At the moment of W3, B node responses an ACK signal. At W4, A node received the ACK signal 

from B, so we can get: 
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Here the W1, W4 are local time of node A; W2, W3 are the local time of node B. D and d means the 

transmission time between A, B and clock skew between the nodes A, B respectively. 

Then we can get: 

*
AB

L D c
                                                                                                                                                (2) 

C is the speed of light. 

LAB is saved in node A until node A gets all the neighbor nodes distance information data group 

L. And through L, we can get the average distance L0. The number of the neighbor nodes can get by a 

counter K. At the beginning K = 0, when node A receives an ACK signal, counter K adds 1 

automatically. The above process is the method to get neighbor nodes number and average distance, 

when T1 overflows, the process above will start again. 

Data saved in node A is as follows in Table 1： 

Table1. Data saved in node A 

Node 

array 

User’s 

sign 

Center 

node 

sign 

Neighbor’s 

number 

Distance 

array 

Average 

distance 

IDG ID S K L L0 

IDG：Used to judge the node state. Whenever the ACK signal are containing the new user ID, a 

record will be send into IDG array; 

S ：Used to judge the center node. S = 1 is corresponding to center node and S = 0 means general 

node. Initially S = 0, when L0 or K updates, judge center node again; 

K ：Used for neighbor nodes statistics, when receive a new ID user ACK signal, K add 1 

automatically; 

L ：Used to store the calculated the distance between the node and all its neighbor nodes, and 

changes with K at the same time; 

L0 ：Used to get the node itself with all the average distance of the neighbor nodes, the decision 

condition is as follows: 

1) The number K of neighbor nodes around the node is greater than or equal to n (usually takes 

more than 3 integer); 

2) 0 1 2 }...{i kL L L L L  ， ，，
   i∈1，2，...，k 

  L0: the average distance between node A and all the neighbor nodes; 

  k :the number of neighbor nodes; 

  Li : the average distance between neighbor node i and  the neighbor node i’s all neighbor nodes; 

ACK：ACK signal stands for neighbor nodes signal response, including the following specific 

content: 

Table2. ACK signal 

User’s sign Average distance 

ID L0 

Center node information is obtained by the above steps. After the judgment of center node, the 

center node uses TPSN synchronization protocol to reach synchronization with all its neighbor nodes, 

completing the construction of the local group. 

Pre- synchronization 
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Fig.2. Node searching part 
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 Fig.3. The synchronization process 

Simulation Results  

In this section, numerical results of the proposed algorithms are presented. We get the latency 

and accuracy of the system, and the contrast algorithm is tree algorithm (LTS) without center nodes.  

The simulation parameters are as follows in Table 3: 
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Table3. Simulation parameters 

Scenario Area(m) Cycles Maximum 

communication 

distance(m) 

User 

number 

Without 

base 

station 

L=80 

W=80 
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Fig.4. Synchronization accuracy for N=40 

As we can see from Fig. 4, with the growth of count, the synchronization accuracy of the system 

tends to be stable. The accuracy of CTPCN algorithm is about 23 us, while the accuracy of LTS 

algorithm is about 30 us, so the proposed method has good performance than LTS. This result fully 

shows the benefit from the pre-synchronization process. 
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Fig.5. Synchronization time delay for N=40 

As we can see from Fig. 5, with the growth of count, the synchronization time delay of the 

system tends to be stable. The time delay of LTS algorithm is about 57ms, while the time delay of 

CTPCN algorithm is about 24ms, so the proposed method has good performance than LTS. This 

result fully shows the benefit from the pre-synchronization process. 
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Fig.6. Synchronization time delay gain with N 

Fig. 6 reflects the system time delay gain with the growth of UE number. We can know when UE 

is less than 35, the gain is increasing with the increasing of UE, but the gain falls when UE increase 

further. This is because the system information exists the possibility of collisions, and the possibility 

of the system information retransmission will increase with the increasing of UE, which leads to a 

decline in the gain. 

Summary 

In this paper, we introduce a combination time-synchronization protocol with center points 

(CTPCN) in Device-to-Device communication system. This technology can be realized without 

cellular network coverage. Through this mechanism, we can get many synchronous parts in advance 

which we call pre-synchronization to reduce system latency. Because one hop synchronization 

problem can be solved through our synchronous cluster, the system can achieve synchronization 

through the time synchronization protocol FTSP between different hop. The algorithm has good 

robustness, high precision, small time delay. 
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